Bulletin Informative Christians Active
Who are we?

We are an institute where we
prepare from an integral way
in the ministry of the Lord. A
family than daily grow up of
the hand to everyone. Where
we laugh, we cry and learn together. Where the discipline is
a style of life, where knowing
is the bread of each day. We
are more than you can see
and what the people inside
can feel. We are in the army
support
for
God.
Our Director taking a shower in
the river 5:30 am.

Classes Profile

BICA - Nicaragua has a really high Curriculum. The purpose is
preparing the students in all the possible environments. Since
classes like Ministerial Ethic, Ministerial Counseling and Documental Investigation until Letters of Paul, Panorama O.T. and N.T.
and Biblical Customs between others. Handle a standard of approbation. Trying that the learning can be from an integral way for
the students and even for the people teaching.

Assignments

Church of Christ in Santa
Clara, Nueva Segovia
During the month of August
was made in this place; virgin from the word of God.
Adaption us to the conditions that they can give us
and coming with the help of
the Lord to the people.

Actually there are thirteen
assignations distributed in
all the country. The support in the ministerial
work it is with evangelism,
disciples, classes, participation in all the areas of
the worship and the support in all the existents
ministries in each church.

Campaign
And the things that you have

heard of me among many witnesses, the same commit you to faithful men,
who shall be able to teach others also.

RESULTS
Campaign: B:7 (We preached in virgin places to the góspel Sn Fernando, Colonia, Apalí y Sta Clara.
Weekend Assigments: B:26 R:9—Growing Groups: B:5 R:2—Disciples:80 Meetings: Education Ministry:1, Health Center:1, Mayor Office:3, Social Secure:2, Building Meetings:4, buying material:8
trips. We started the construction of the 1st aparment building.
South Commitee:1 Annual BICA Convention:1, Attendance: 77. Seminar:1 Biblical Organization.
Personal Work: B:7 R:12, Peaching:3 times, Teaching: 4 sundays, Teaching at BICA: 1 week Efe-

